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Workflow Efficiency
Opportunities using
FieldTwin

The fundamental power of data visualization and
workflow collaboration has suddenly become apparent
as most energy company employees are being sequestered at home during these challenging times. But the
world and our industry does not stop. People still need
energy to survive so projects continue to be developed
and significant financial decisions need to be made.
The FieldTwin platform is uniquely positioned to support this new mode of working. FieldTwin, combined
with integrated partner solutions provides a broad
range of capabilities that can be immediately leveraged
to offset these unexplored challenges.

FutureOn has identified a number of cross-discipline
workflow efficiencies that are already in place with our
customers or could be derived from early phase concept design, through FEED, EPC and into operations.
Each efficiency listed identifies the primary discipline
are, the type of core capability, the specifics of the use
case and the efficiency benefits.
Of course, these efficiencies are not specifically tied
to the current global challenges but have long-term
far reaching impact as companies adopt new ways of
working in the future.

Discipline Area

Feature Type

Capability

Efficiency Gain

Project Management

Collaboration

Continued real-time update of the project status for all stakeholders –
across disciplines, groups, roles and functions internally and externally
including partners/subcontractors

All stakeholders are update to date with the project status – reducing
misunderstanding and risk.

Project Management

Collaboration

Instant access to all relevant transparent project data – visualized
in context in a single source of truth

Each discipline can ensure that their area of expertise is aligned with the
overall project goals.

Project Management

Collaboration

Concept presentation efficiency. Concepts can be presented as dynamic
data to decision gate teams and proposed changes can be reviewed in
real-time.

Bringing together all project stakeholders can be challenging when
investment decisions are made. If a design change is proposed, that change
can be analyzed during the decision gate meeting to eliminate further delays.

Data Management

Visualization

Realtime access to map, bathymetry and reservoir data instantly
contextualized in the visual dashboard in the browser.

Underlying datasets and co-ordinate systems provide checkpoints to ensure
data validity during the entire project.

Field Design

Visualization

2D/3D Asset and Equipment library with comprehensive meta data
making each asset intelligent as a basis for validation.

Improved equipment selection choices early on in the project reduces errors.

Field Design Smart

Visualization

Import existing infrastructure from local shape files or directly from
GIS databases containing geometry and the right map coordinates

Eliminate need to build models of existing infrastructure from scratch before
starting work on new development or modifications to an existing field.

Field Design

Visualization

Drag and drop assets/equipment onto the project stage for connecting and
contextualizing the equipment getting exact pipeline lengths and
correct elevation profile of flowlines and umbilicals.

Provide accurate early phase estimates of SURF requirements to eliminate
complex engineering during Pre-Feed phase.

Well Planning

Collaboration

Field Engineers communicating through the project to Drilling Engineers
about Optimal Well placement. (Oliasoft, Prowell plan)

Field Engineers have more flexibility to design concepts using off the
shelf equipment options rather that require bespoke solutions to support
challenging well locations.

Marine Planning

Collaboration

Field planners communicating with Marine Planners to help select pipeline
specifications that match availability of lay vessels (McDermott , SS7)

Project installation times and costs can be managed more efficiently.

Pipeline Engineering

Integrated Services

Flow assurance engineers being able to run flow assurance and slug
analysis during early phase of the project directly without manually
extracting data and setting up models in software like PipeSim, OLGA,
TurbulentFlux, Ledaflow)

Eliminates edge solutions to allow focus on a larger number of viable
concepts. Save time by eliminating manual model updates before re-running
simulations.

Economic Modeling

Integrated Services

Field Engineers and estimators can estimate capex models during early
phases with direct integration to their cost systems (IAM, Excel, etc.)

Ensures that all studies remain within budget guidelines before significant
time is invested.

Compliance

Integrated Services

Ensuring design compliance by making all compliance docs are available
at the designers’ fingertips (DNVGL)

Reduces the risk of having to re-engineer a concept to meet specific
compliance standards later.

Project Management

Integrated Services

Any data element can be tagged to a document set, such as P&IDs and
Well Completion Schematics for contextual search and retrieval.

Creates an efficient document retrieval capability to ensure single source of
the truth is established early on. Reduce risk of using old document revisions.
(ASSAI, COMOS)

Field Design

Integrated Services

Integration with Marine engineering workflows for calculation of mooring
line lengths etc.

Removes the need for the field engineer to work with marine engineering in
early stage conceptual work and provides accurate mooring line estimates.

Operations

Integrated Services

Any dashboard can be displayed in context, providing the latest trends
and metrics for a specific asset or discipline (Production, HSE, others).

Eliminates searching for the latest metrics, data or performance trends and
instantly brings the entire team together with a single picture of the situation.

Operations

Integrated Services

Assets coupled with live production data streams enabling real time
contextual production monitoring and visual alerts.

Full transparency into the current production situation of any given asset,
across all FieldTwin users in a single instance, eliminating the need to work
across systems, departments and teams to understand the current production.

Operations

Integrated Services

Integration with Machine learning algorithms deployed on production
data enabling production optimization.

Improved and optimized production.

Operations

Integrated Services

Integration with Machine learning algorithms deployed on vessel
routes enabling route optimization

Optimized vessel moving leading to reduced vessel costs.

Operations

Integrated Services

Integration with Machine Learning algorithms deployed on equipment
data enabling predictive maintenance.

Optimized equipment maintenance and reduced over-maintenance.
Improved production uptime and regularity.

See the future of your operation today – contact FutureOn for a live demonstration.
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